GOVERNMENT OF RAJASTHAN
(ENERGY DEPARTMENT)

No. F.17(25)/Energy/2011

The Chairman & Managing Director,
Jaipur Vidyut Vitran Nigam Limited,
Vidyut Bhawan, Jaipur.

Sub:- Regarding release of power connections to new industries without consent to establish from RSPCB.
Ref:- Letter no. JPD/CMD/CE(PPM)/XEN(C-1)/F.1(13)Pt.IV/ D. 1766 dated 08.12.2015.

Vide letter of even number dated 31.05.2012, in compliance of decision taken in a meeting held under the chairmanship of Chief Secretary on 18.05.2012; directions were issued for not giving electric connections to any industrial unit which has not obtained consent to establish from Rajasthan State Pollution Control Board (RSPCB).

The matter was reviewed in the meeting of the State Level Standing Committee held on 30.11.2015 under the chairmanship of Chief Secretary. It was decided that the requirement of NOC/consent to establish from RSPCB may be dispensed with for releasing industrial connections in all categories. Accordingly, in modification of letter dated 31.05.2012, the Discoms may release electric connections to industries of all categories without consent to establish from RSPCB. The Discoms will provide information to RSPCB regarding the applications received for industrial connections periodically.

Notwithstanding the above, the restriction imposed vide letter dated 31.05.2012 on release of new industrial connections to kapra rangai chhappai units in Sanganer, Jaipur area will continue.

(Sanjay Malhotra)
Principal Secretary, Energy

Copy to:-
1. The Secretary, Environment, Government of Rajasthan, Jaipur.
2. The Secretary, Rajasthan State Pollution Control Board, Jhalana Institutional Area, Jaipur.
4. The Managing Director, Jodhpur Vidyut Vitran Nigam Limited, Jodhpur.

Principal Secretary, Energy